
Select round
Select first the next round. Simply press on the field at top left. There you 
will see the odds for the next game round.

Select Jeton
Please select the betting stake you want to use.

Place bet
Press on the relevant number to place a bet with stake selected. A play jeton 
is then displayed on the number featuring the relevant sum of money.

Erase bets
The last bet can be erased using the „CLEAR LAST“ button. The „CLEAR 
ALL“ button erases all bets played. This is only possible with draws which 
have not yet begun!

Repeat last bets
With the „REPEAT LAST“ button, the last bets played can be repeated by 
clicking on this button.

Change View
By pressing Button „Change View“ you can change between the two 
different game panels
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Select round
First you have to select the next round. Simply press on the field at top left. 
Here you also can see the number of the next game.

Select Jeton
Now you must select the wished betting stake for each bet.

Place bet
Press on the relevant number to place a bet with stake selected. A play jeton 
is then displayed on the number featuring the relevant sum of money.

Game systems
Of course you can also play on the game systems SERIE 5/8, ORPHELINs, 
SERIE0/2/3 or 0 SPIEL. In this case, simply place a jeton on the field for 
the relevant game system.

Select Neighbours
Before deciding on a number, select the required Neighbours. Select for ex-
ample +2 and the 2 numbers alongside the selected number will be included 
in the bet.
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Last games
In the history the current running and the past rounds are displayed. You 
can see the round number, the winning number, and if there has been a win.

Select round
Press on a game round in the history to select that round.

Winning Number
The winning number is twinkling on the game panel.

Bets played
The bets played are displayed on the game panel and marked with a jeton. 
If you have won, it will be displayed as golden jeton. Congratulations!
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STAKE
The betting stake for the selected game round is displayed here.

WIN
Wins of the selected game round are displayed here.

Countdown
The time until the start of the next game is displayed here.

SHOW VIDEO
Press this button to open and close the video screen.

Credit
The credit is displayed here.
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Quit or terminate the game
If you quit the game by pressing the Logout button, and you still have open 
bets, an info box will be opened. There you can confirm to cancel the bets 
and quit the game.

If you abort the game in a different way, open bets will not be cancelled!

Bets of already started rounds can not be cancelled any more.     


